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EDITORIAL DEPARTM ENT NOTE
With increased labor costs, initiated by N. R. A. and apparently to
continue under voluntary codes and as a result of collective bargaining,
employers are giving more thought to methods of increasing the etfectiveness of labor and controlling labor costs. In this control the
time element is of first importance. No matter what system of wage
payment is used, no matter what method of production is involved, the
man who can turn out the most good production in the least time is the
most efficient and desirable employee. Time is Cost in the factory,
especially the modern factory where large fixed overhead expenses
vary with time and not with production.
In general there are two methods of controlling labor time. The first
method is used in certain mass production industries where conveyors
or assembly lines set the speed at which the laborer must work. Where
the time of the worker is not controlled in this or some similar way
wage incentive methods are largely used to increase labor effectiveness
and decrease labor costs. The present Bulletin is devoted to a consideration of some of these incentive methods and to the problems of time
study, motion study, job analysis and labor standards which are closely
related to all incentive methods.
Our first article, dealing with "Wage Incentive Methods and Job
Evaluation" is by Royal L. Smith, who is a graduate in Mechanical
Engineering of Northeastern University. That Mr. Smith's theoretical
training is supplemented by wide practical experience is indicated by
the positions he has held with several large manufacturing concerns:
apprentice machinist, machinist, tool, die and gauge maker, tool and
gauge foreman, chief draftsman, chief inspector, machine designer and
estimator. Since 1926 he has been connected with the Bridgeport
Works of the General Electric Company as supervisor of the Wage
Rate Section. Mr. Smith is a member of our Bridgeport Chapter.
"Modern Time Study Methods Through Motion Study" is the title
of our second article by E. R. Koester, who is also connected with the
General Electric Company. Mr. Koester is Assistant to the Supervisor of Planning and Wage Payment in the Erie Works of General
Electric and received his training through the General Electric training
course for employees. Like Mr. Smith he has held various positions
in the plant including tool maker, tool designer and foreman. Before
assuming his present position he was engaged in special method and
organization work and in charge of spoilage control and material
utilization.
The author of our third article entitled: "Labor Standards in a
Clothing Factory," is Stuart L. Potter, General Superintendent of the
Nu Bone Company of Erie. Mr. Potter received his training in accounting at the Unversity of Southern Calfornia, after which he became associated with the Los Angeles branch of the Nu Bone Company. Since his transfer to the main plant at Erie he has advanced to
the position of General Superintendent. He has been an active member
of the Erie Chapter for several years.
COPYRIGHT BY THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COST ACCOUNTANTS
AUGUST 15, 1935

WAGE INCENTIVE METHO DS AND JOB
EVALUATIO N
By Royal L. Smith, Supervisor, Wage Rate Section, General
Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
time ago, an article was published in Factory and IndusSOME
trial Management which bore the title of "Incentives, Plain and
Fancy." As I remember it, there were thirty -six different types
of wage payment plans described in that article. The writer left
it to the reader to take his pick.
It is commonly known that the cost of administering different
methods of wage payment varies, depending on the cost of establishing the labor standards, the clerical cost of computing the
employee's earnings, and the cost of cost finding. These are facts
which must be taken into consideration when selecting a wage
incentive or any other method of payment. A further point to bear
in mind is whether the various types of incentive plans affect a
variation of productivity in direct ratio to the cost of administrating the plan.
Four Incentive Plans Compared
The chart, Exhibit A, was made for the purpose of indicating
the great difference in four well -known incentive plans, in regard
to the effect on earnings and labor costs at various performance
levels.
It is apparent that there is a considerable difference in the reward (incentive) in accordance with the plan adopted. Also, there
is a difference in costs per thousand, which should be given consideration. Bedeaux, Halsey, and Rowan types give a lower cost
than piece work when the performance is above average, and a
higher cost than piece work when the performance is below average.
Bedeaux, Halsey, and Rowan types return a lower reward
(incentive) than piece work when the performance is above average
and a higher reward (incentive) than piece work when the performance is below average.
It is also interesting to note the difference in the number of
pieces an operator would have to produce to earn a guaranteed
minimum rate under a Code. The range is 525 Halsey to 7 0 0
piece work.
1327
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The choice of an incentive plan not only hinges directly upon
these principles but is also influenced to a large degree by the
individual plant problems of quantity and quality of production as
well as the nature of the product itself. The desirability of an
accurate but not too expensive cost accounting system, a flexible
production control system, or other managerial problems will influence directly the choice of an incentive wage plan.

Considerations in Selecting a Wage Payment Plan
In selecting a wage payment plan, no inflexible rule can be
established; however, certain guiding principles can be adopted
which are fundamental to all plans. These principles have been
most clearly described in a pamphlet issued by a Committee of
Industrial Relations which functioned for the National Metal
Trades Association, Chicago, Illinois. The Committee's findings
are based on information obtained from 672 plants, and thus
represent the combined opinion of many individuals.
t. The work in question should be studied in detail and
definite methods of operation adopted. The process of determining the best way to perform the operation may be called
methods engineering, time study, motion study, job standardization, or motion time analysis; but whatever means is used,
the best way to do the job should be carefully and completely
determined before anything else is attempted.
2. Rates or standards should be established only as a result of a series of accurate studies, and should be subject to
such checks and rechecks before definite adoption, as to make
unnecessary any later change in the rate or standard as long
as the job itself remains unchanged.
3. A definite task, bogey or other measure of what constitutes a day's or a week's work should be established, so that
the performance of individuals, groups, or departments may
be readily measured and compared.
4. Employees should be protected against the possibility of
reduced earning power due to circumstances beyond their
control. This refers to the inefficiency of management as exemplified in an interruption of the flow of materials, a shortage of proper tools or equipment, the breakdown of machinery,
or an inadequate power supply. This is generally accom1329
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plished by the use of a guaranteed minimum time wage or
hourly rate.
5. The wage incentive used should be sufficiently flexible to
permit application to the maximum number of jobs and the
maximum number of employees.
6. The wage payment plan for indirect labor and supervision
should be such as to harmonize with the incentive plan used
for direct labor, so that there will be no conflicting interests
between the different groups of employees. For instance, the
pay of inspectors should not be based on the number of defective pieces found, as a feeling of mistrust between the respective groups of employees involved will be engendered,
whether justified or not. Neither should departmental foremen be paid an incentive to keep the indirect labor ratio down
when it may be possible that an increase in direct labor might
be more than offset by a consequent increase in total departmental production.
7. Whatever plan of wage payment be used, it is most important that the plan itself be simple enough to be readily understood by all employees. The employee should not only be
able to compute his earnings independently of the payroll department, but should be able to readily relate such earnings
to his individual productive effort. The most patient efforts
are necessary to insure that all employees fully grasp the
methods by which their pay is computed, for if they do not
fully understand, there is a fertile field for gossip and misunderstanding.
8. Under all circumstances, and under all conditions the
plan or plans of wage payment should not only be fair and
just to employee and management alike, but should scrupulously avoid an appearance or even suggestion of unfairness in
any sense whatsoever.
Time Study and the Determination of Standards of Labor Performance
Whatever wage incentive plan is used, the plan is no better than
the standards of labor performance on which it is based and its
success will depend upon the extent to which it is sold to the employees.
1330
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Standards of labor performance are determined by time study.
The standard time required to perform an operation is the only real
standard or fixed base there is. It is impossible to establish a piece
price or any labor standard which ignores time and arrive at anything that is a true standard; hence the name "Time Study." The
principle on which it is based is to assure the most economical use
of time. It is a method of measurement which obtains the information necessary for the proper analysis of all phases of an operation. Time study is utilized for analyzing either machine or
manual operations, by breaking down the elements of each operation into elemental times.
Analysis of an operation by timing the elements of the operation
make it extremely difficult for an operator to mislead a time study
observer because of the fact that it is almost impossible to magnify
each element of the total each time it is performed. In other words,
if an operator is honest in his efforts, there will be consistency in
elemental times. If he is not honest he may be able to take about
the same over -all time to perform the whole operation, but inconsistencies will show in the elemental times.

Development of Motion Study
Time and motion study is a broad subject, and to describe the
mechanics of its many details would constitute material for another
paper. However, it will suffice to say that industry has accepted it
as an important tool of management and very few progressive concerns would dispense with it. In fact, the motion time analysis
which is used by many concerns today has superseded the old socalled Micro - Motion Studies, and is making for many cost reductions, which would not be realized otherwise.
Recently, an outside consultant gave to the writer, together with
others, a demonstration of how far these studies of motion have
progressed. This consultant claims to have established basic times
on all motions. He does not time a job, but observes motions and
assigns his standard time values to the motions so observed. If the
wrong motions are used, he assigns the time value for the correct
motion and teaches the correct motions.
To demonstrate that he was able to assign time values to motions,
he had an individual write his own name on a piece of paper, while
the consultant turned his back to the writer. The consultant then
1331
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took a pencil in hand and traced over the signature, using the
finger, wrist and arm motions which are necessary to produce the
signature. After considerable slide rule calculations, he announced
that the writer could not write his name more than twenty times
per minute, writing as fast as he possibly could, and offered a liberal bonus for every letter written after the minute expired. Of
course, the writer expected to capitalize on this offer. He wrote
as fast as he possibly could, but just finished the twentieth signature when the minute expired.
The effect of this demonstration was very dramatic. It was the
most exact measurement of time and motions which one might expect, using a one one- hundredth stop watch for measuring the minute. Its practical use in industry, however, is another question.
A common sense viewpoint is the desirable one, as referred to
previously. if the material with which the operator works is placed
conveniently, the job is planned properly, operator trained to do the
job, and the most economical motions are used, then we are ready
for the final time study.
The time study determines and establishes the standards of performance, standard times or tasks per hour you may use. The time
standard must be fair to both the company and to the employee and
be an attainable standard.
Job Evaluation Needed in Determining Rates

of Pay

To determine what should be paid various classes of labor requires considerable study both from the viewpoint of community
rates of pay and from a job evaluation viewpoint. It is a practice
of many progressive concerns to compare rates of pay for various
occupations not only in the community where the plant is located
but within an industry. Anyone having an opportunity to examine
these comparisons, who is not familiar with this subject, might be
amazed to discover so many inconsistencies.
Some hard - boiled executives will no doubt have explanations
for these inconsistencies, using the arguments of supply and demand,
precedent, etc. However, most of the progressive manufacturing
concerns today are making intensive studies of this subject particularly since labor has had organized representation, either through
employees representation plans or outside labor unions. When a
1332
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question of difference in rates of pay in occupations or jobs arises,
these concerns are in a position to justify the difference.
Up to recently, of the many job evaluation schemes which were
devised, to the writer's knowledge none had the simplicity which
is essential if the plan is to be understood by the employee. Furthermore, many of them could be so maneuvered as to obtain the desired
result mathematically.
In view of the wide variety of specialized tasks peculiar to each
industry and the promiscuous use of trade names to describe them,
direct comparisons can only be made on relatively few occupations.
It is therefore necessary, in order to maintain a reasonable degree
of difference between them, to have some system of job evaluation
which will clearly express how this difference is determined.
Factors to be Considered in Job Evaluation
The first step in the process is to determine what elementary
factors should be considered in evaluating occupations or jobs. In
this plan all factors are embraced by five characteristics :—skill,
mentality, responsibility, application and undesirability.
While availability is a factor which affects wage rates it should
only be taken into consideration when an emergency occurs necessitating payment of rates in excess of the relative value of the job
because of a shortage of a particular type of labor.
Shill is perhaps best defined as "trade knowledge and the ability
to apply it." The skill necessary on a given job may be estimated in
two ways, (i) by considering the expenditure of time and money
necessary to acquire and maintain that skill, and ( 2 ) by considering the display of skill necessary to do the job.
Mentality —The mentality necessary on a given job depends upon
( i ) the intelligence required to direct the skill acquired through
habit, ( 2 ) the frequency of occurrence of situations requiring more
than routine action for solution, and (3) the extent to which initiative is required in carrying through the work.
Responsibility is the capacity for avoiding errors and doing good
work without constant supervision. It requires judgment, integrity
and self - reliance. The responsibility necessary on a given job may
be measured by (i) the cost of errors resulting in injuries to persons, loss of material and damage to equipment, ( 2 ) the difficulty
encountered preventing such errors, and (3) the degree to which
supervision must rely upon the employee because of (a) unfam1333
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iliarity of supervision with the job and (b) inability of supervision
to devote attention to the job.
Application is the capacity for exerting constant physical or
mental effort while doing the job. Mental effort means close attention rather than the exercise of intelligence. The application necessary for a given job depends upon ( i ) the amount of physical effort required by (a) weight and distance lifted and (b) the degree
of constant application, ( 2 ) the amount of mental effort required
due to (a) necessity of direct thought before performing a motion
and (b) necessity of watchfulness.
Undesirability —In evaluating undesirability it should be born
in mind that it is the work that is undesirable in comparison with
other work. Undesirability may be measured by ( i ) extent to
which the work is disagreeable because of hazards to health or
clothing, ( 2 ) hazard of injury, and (3) hard physical labor with
exposure.
Weighting the Various Factors
Weights are established for each of the five characteristics
such as:
Characteristics
Weight
Skill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45
Mentality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17
Responsibility . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17
Application . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13
Undesirability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8

too

t—

t

too

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Next a scale of points to
for each characteristic is used,
to o being at the top and running consecutively down to t. The
figure t.00 represents the highest and the figure .oi the lowest in
each characteristic.
Detailed Application
The occupations or jobs which are to be evaluated are then listed
in their relative position on the scale under each characteristic. For
example using Job
Diemaker; Job 2 — Sweeper; and Job 3—
Punch Press Operator. We prepare a point rating for each characteristic for each job. By multiplying the points assigned to each
characteristic by the weight for each characteristic and adding the
1334
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total for each characteristic we have the total point rating for
each job.
Select the jobs which have the highest and the lowest point ratings. They represent the most valuable and least valuable jobs.
Using the community wage scale and your prevailing wage scale
as a guide, decision must be made, independent of this job evaluation plan, as to what will be paid for the highest and lowest rated
jobs.
The difference in dollars divided by the difference in points gives
the value per point. All intermediate jobs can then be evaluated by
determining the difference in points between the jobs being evaluated and the points for the lowest rated job. This difference in
points is multiplied by the value per point and added to the value
of the lowest rated job.
An Illustration
The following illustration shows the process of job evaluation,
applied to the following jobs:
Job i -Die Maker
Job 2 - Sweeper
Job 3 -Punch Press Operator
Point Rating
Weights
45
17
17
13
Skill
Mentality
Responsibility Application
Job (1) 1.00 Job (1) 1.00
1.00 Job (1) 1.00
.90
.90
.90
.90
.80
.80
.80
.80
.70
.70 Job (1)
.70
.70
.60
.60
.60
.60
.50
.50
.50 Job (3)
.50
.40
.40
.40
.40
Job (3)
.30 Job (3)
.30 Job (3)
30
.30
.20
.20
.20 Job (2)
.20
.10
.10
.10
.10
Job (2)
.01 Job (2)
.01 Job (2)
.01
.01

8
Undesirability
1.00
.90
.80
.70
.60
.50
.40
Job (2)
30
Job (3)
20
.10
Job (1)
.01

Jobs t, 2 and 3 have been rated as indicated above. Total point
ratings times the weights of each characteristic are as follows:
Job (1)
S k i l l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00X45 =45.00
Mentality . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00X17 =17.00
Responsibility . . . . . . .
.70X17 =11.90
Application .......... 1.00X13 =13.00
Undesirability ....... .01X8 = .08

Job (2)
.01X45= .45
.01X17= .17
.01X17= .17
.20X13=2.60
.30X8 =2.40

Job (3)
.3oX45 =13.50
.30X17= 5.10
.30X17= 5.10
.50X13= 6.50
.20X8 = 1.60

86.98

5.79

31.80
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Assume your company decides to pay eighty -five cents per hour
for the highest rated job and forty -four cents for the lowest.
The difference in money is forty -one cents. The difference in
jobs evaluated by characteristics is:
Jo b (1 )— highest =8 6 .9 8 points- $.85
Job (Z)— lowest = 5.79 p o i n t -s - $.44
Difference

81.19

$.41

The difference in points is 8i.ig and this divided into forty -one
cents will equal the money value of each point which is $.00505.
Job 3 can then be evaluated.
.00505 X 26.oi + .44 = .57
Job values must be based on a constant level of performance
which is generally taken to be that which can honestly be expected
from an average operator. Under an incentive system the degree to
which the individual measures up to the task is definitely reflected
in his earnings. However, on an hourly rate basis, a range of rates
above and below average value is provided. The exact rate paid
within this range depends on the degree to which the individual
measures up to the job and is determined by rating the employee.
This is accomplished by an ability rating, which I will not attempt
to describe here. There are many different ways of rating ability,
the most generally accepted one is to take an average of several
opinions for the final composite rating of the individual.

M O DERN TIM E STUDY METH ODS THROUGH
MOTION STUDY
By E. R. Koester, Assistant Supervisor of
Planning and Wage Payment, General Electric Co., Erie, Pa.
IME study, because of its vital relationship to manufacturing
T problems,
has in recent years been subjected to considerable research to develop ways and means to more expeditiously meet the
revolutionary changes which are setting the pace of industrial activity. This has resulted in the development of a more crystalized
procedure for measuring two important factors of business management, time and effort.
1336
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To reduce time and effort, to effect higher efficiency, means to reduce motions, as motions are the physical expression of these elements. This fact is important to the modern time study engineer
who deals not only with the problem of fixing compensation, but
also assumes a greater responsibility of first determining the best
way of performing the task.
The importance of motion study is markedly emphasized in the
statement made by Frank Gilbreth when he wrote:
"There is no waste of any kind in the world that equals
the waste from needless, ill- directed and ineffective
motions, and the resulting unnecessary fatigue. Because
this is true, there is no industrial opportunity that offers
a richer return than the elimination of needless motion,
and the transformation of ill- directed and ineffective
motion and ineffective activity."
It seems hardly conceivable that in our advanced age one should
propound such a theory, and yet, despite the economy and precision
with which the entire industrial field has become permeated, there
still remains much to be done to improve that portion of human
effort which machinery has not yet eliminated and which reaches
into the heart of industrial activity.
Perhaps the reason why this subject is still a matter of scientific
consideration is because man has not yet triumphed in the task of
so controlling and coordinating the human machine as to obtain
the acme of performance. This is not difficult to appreciate as
motions in the aggregate are dependent solely upon the human
machine for guidance, and the guidance required varies inversely
with the grade of skill and dexterity which influence the performance.
The greater loss, however, is not experienced from this source
but rather from needless motions which come through lack of
good, sound motion sense of the simplest rules of motion economy.
When a storekeeper still rushes to the extreme end of his store,
or reaches to the highest shelf for articles which move infinitely
faster than certain goods which seldom move, and he allows these
slow moving goods to remain in close proximity of the purchasing
counter, such an individual suffers not from lack of skill but rather
from a lack of knowledge pertaining to the simplest fundamentals
1337
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governing motion economy. The efficient storekeeper will give
consideration to the articles that move more rapidly and will so
arrange his store to have these within ready reach.
Incident to this are inumerable examples of like tasks performed
daily in private life, in public work, in the factory, on the farm and
elsewhere. Among these are the supposedly unchangeable tasks
which according to the orthodox mind just cannot be improved.
Suddenly, the transformation is made, and in astonishment we
wonder why we did not do it years ago.
You will perhaps recall another simple public service task which
you observed many times in your earlier years when visiting the
library and watching the attendant account for your books and
literature. Perhaps it was the simplicity of her task that prompted
such little thought toward improving it, and no doubt was the
reason why the years passed without change. The first improvement came when the rubber stamp was substituted for hand posting
of the date. This brought somewhat of a reduction. In later years,
the stamp was attached to the eraser end of the pencil, thus eliminating the motions needed to pick up the stamp. At a still later
period, further motion economies were made by changing the position of the stamp to the point end so as to eliminate the necessity
of turning the pencil end for end to post the date. These changes
resulted in an increased efficiency of approximately 50%, and the
reason was because thought was applied, reaching beyond the conventional lines of performing the task.
An important lesson may be drawn from this illustration. The
fact that it took several years to develop this simple change suggests that in those years the inspiration for improvement of motions
did not come through trained channels of motion efficiency, but we
see in this earlier period the untrained mind struggling to improve
the task. Man's inspiration was his desire to develop something
better than he had, because he wanted to make his task easier.
Chance played an important part. If an individual triumphed in his
undertaking, it was not because he possessed any special knowledge
of motion technique, but rather he stumbled into a better way of
doing his job or was perhaps assisted by an inherently peculiar
knack for working out better methods. But the fact is —even with
this limited assistance — improvements were made.
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It took a number of just such instances to attract the industrial
world at large to the vast opportunities in this field of activity, because obviously it became apparent that if such changes could be
made in one line of endeavor, the same possibilities existed in other
lines. This led to a searching analysis of the fundamental laws
governing motions, and eventually awakened Frank Gilbreth to a
realization that the industrial world needed someone to pioneer
this cause and establish a measuring stick for measuring motions.
To find this, it became necessary to break down motions into
the finest elements possible. The motion picture camera and projector served this purpose, as it enabled him to photographically
record movements of the operator into as fine a division as one two thousandth part of a minute. Through this method he discovered
that there were seventeen basic or elemental motions, most of
which repeated themselves over relatively short periods of time.
He also discovered several classifications of motions which had a
decided influence on fatigue and which, if not properly used, contribute largely toward motion waste.
The startling revelation came when in his studies he, for the
first time, viewed one of the world's largest waste piles and found
more than 5o% of human motions to be non - productive. This led
through years of laborious effort, to the development of fundamental data which could be used in industry to correct conditions,
and this without the continued need of motion picture analysis. As
a result, there is available today sufficient text information to conduct motion waste reduction campaigns without photographic assistance. This does not mean that the camera has been discarded.
It is still used, and plays an important part in analyzing small,
highly repetitive work where the operation cycle is short. It also
has a definite field for training analyists and workmen alike in the
principles of motion study.
Training the Leaders
It is important that leaders who are responsible for the efficiency of operation be thoroughly taught and versed in the basic
principles of motion economy in order that they may more clearly
visualize the task of converting the tremendous motion waste into
real productive effort.
A number of manufacturing plants throughout the country have
1339
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organized educational classes for training time study analysts,
foremen and other responsible leaders. In these classes the motion
picture projector is employed. Pictures are taken of appropriate
operations. The films are analyzed and elemental operations
recorded in their order of sequence. A thorough study is made of
the posture of the workman, fatigue, ambidexterity, rhythm, coordinated use of both hands simultaneously in opposite direction, height
of work, positioning of tools, the five classifications of hand motions,
work areas, drop deliveries, and also the sequence of elemental
motions. In brief, the operation is so completely studied that all
the vital facts and principles of motion study are brought into
sharp relief.
At one of these classes which I had the privilege of conducting,
a clamp assembly operation was introduced which for years had
been assembled one certain way. The picture analysis revealed that
nearly 5o% of the motions were waste. Under the existing setup,
the operator could use but one hand in the performance of his
operation. The left hand was merely a fixture holding the various
parts while the right hand did the actual work of assembling. A
micro - motion fixture with two assembly stations was designed
which permitted both hands to assemble two units simultaneously.
This entirely eliminated the delay factor, as both hands became
actively engaged in productive work. As a result, production was
increased nearly
with less fatigue on the part of the operator
than under the old setup. In this instance, a simple change in the
tool brought the desired results, which suggests that the design of
tools and fixtures offers a fertile field for the application of micro motion fundamentals to bring about economy of time and effort,
as the tool itself often determines whether or not it is possible to
follow good motion practice when using it.
Another instance was a bracket assembly operation which under
the old method took twenty-nine therbligs or elemental motions to
complete one cycle. The picture analysis revealed that sixteen of
these therbligs were unnecessary and could be eliminated by simple
rearrangement. The interesting part of this job was that it did not
cost one dollar to make the change.
Studies of this character are very educational, as they graphically
portray the paths of motions and their respective influences upon
the job and workman alike.
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Training the Operator

Education in proper motions is also vital to the workman. This
problem, however, is more difficult, especially where years of performance have crystalized the ways of doing things. An operator
once said to me that she just could not change her way of doing a
certain job and felt equally satisfied that she was giving the best
performance possible for her to render. It happened that another
operator working close by was engaged in the same kind of work.
After observing the motions of this other operator and noting the
difference between her motions and those of the first operator, I
returned and inquired if it had ever occurred to her that her coworker was realizing 25% more output in spite of the fact that the
motions were slower and more deliberate. Her reply was, "Oh, she
worked at the job for six years and I have been at it only six
months." It was not difficult to discuss the question of increased
production, as the job was on a strict incentive basis which increased the earnings as the production output increased.
A study was made of the motions of the more efficient operator
which disclosed that she had instinctively acquired an extremely
efficient set of motions which could not be improved. This was
not the case with the other operator. Left to her own resources,
she had acquired a much less efficient performance, and this because she did not possess the instinctive sense of finding the shortest and best way. The mistake here was to let her proceed without a thorough training in the proper way. By this we do not
mean that she was left without instruction before entering upon
her new line of work, but the point to be emphasized is that the
instruction was not sufficiently complete to show her the intricacies
of motions as related to the job, and the necessity of following a
certain prescribed set of motions.
This less efficient operator was then instructed in the proper
way and asked to proceed on this basis. This was extremely difficult at first because of the influence of habit, but after several days
she became very competent. More surprising still was the fact
that she not only met the efficiency of her co- worker, but surpassed her by approximately 4%. This was due to the fact that
she was naturally a faster worker. She was then instructed to
return to her former procedure, and was astonished to find that it
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was as difficult to go back to her former motions as it had been
to acquire the new.
The point to be stressed in this illustration is that a worker
should not be left without instruction in proper motions. Just
what these are should be determined by the time study or motion
analyst before setting prices. The proper procedure should then
be passed on to the instructor who in turn trains the operator.
It has been found quite helpful at times to actually take motion
pictures of certain highly repetitive jobs, and exhibit these pictures
to the operator in slow motion in order that he may see just how
the various motions are made. This saves much time and is a
very effective way of training new operators.
It has been said that for the beginner the use of correct motions
creates a handicap resulting in spoiled work and much retarded
effort, and that therefore the operator should be allowed to proceed with an easier set of motions. This reasoning is not sound.
Much rather take the loss at the beginning, and profit by the richer
returns later. There should be no departure from the prescribed
procedure, and this should embody those motions which are used
by the operator when working at normal speed.
Finally, in the matter of training the operator in motion economy,
it is important to explain to him the purpose of such an undertaking. This is especially needful in plants where antagonism to
change is rife, and this is true quite generally. One of the great
mistakes made in the earlier attempts at time study work was to
leave the operator in the dark as to the true purpose of this work.
The study was shrouded in mystery. Rate setters hid behind boxes
and posts. Peek holes were carefully arranged in order that the
performance could be noted without the operator's knowledge of
the rate setters presence. This was done in order to obtain a study
without the distorted influence of the operator to retard his effort.
Such methods are crude and tend to destroy confidence, which is
so vital to success in any undertaking.
Motion study has so much good for workmen and manager alike
that it is worth advertising. The one point to be kept in mind is
that by changing the methods of work and introducing more efficient motions, you are not increasing the burden of effort, as fatigue
is given fullest consideration. When an operator learns that his
personal comforts are taken into account, his confidence will soon
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be restored. This consideration should be given in all studies and
if taken into account will aid materially in maintaining his confidence.
The operator should also be shown that the more efficiently he
can perform his labor task, the lower will be the selling price of
the finished article, thus bringing the article within closer reach
for him to buy. If we had not improved our methods of doing
things, if we had not applied thought toward reducing the laborious, irksome tasks of yesterday, but had remained in the ruts of
our ancestors, we would today be without the modern conveniences
which even the lowliest can now enjoy and which truly were the
envy of kings in years gone by. And may the fact be emphasized
again that these changes were not brought about by increasing
the burdens of labor, but rather because constructive planning and
research sought out a better way.
So it is with proper motion study. Truly, it is a campaign to
irnprove industrial activity to a point of higher efficiency, and thus
by constructive planning to find a better way which is less irksome, less fatiguing, and more effective. This is sure to have a
restorative influence upon the operator, resulting in greater cooperation and eventually in greater output. And greater output
means lower costs, which in turn increases the buying power of
everyone.
We therefore charge the leaders of industrial activity with the
responsibility to educate the workers to such a sense of constructive thinking that they will see the value of this purpose, and
this can be done if the purpose is sound.

The Influence of Habit
Habit has been emphasized as the foremost and strongest power
influencing all motion. The most effective motions are those
moved by strong habit tendencies, for the psychological reason
that habit formation is so strong that when certain motions are
repeated continuously, automaticity takes the place of conscious
mental direction. This builds up rhythm and consistency of
performance which acquired through force of habit, actually requires less effort than the same activity before habit is formed.
It is therefore important that definite and fixed stations be arranged for all tools and materials handled, these stations embody 1343
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ing such locations as will entail a minimum of effort and a minimum
of distance traveled. This is sure to have a decided effect upon
the degree of skill attained, for once a rigid repetition of continuous movements to and from points is encouraged, automaticity is
certain to follow. This automaticity once attained, relieves the
operator of that ever consistant strain of conscious mental direction, for the reason that a sense of location has been established.
No example is more striking than the effect which a definite
sense of location has upon the mind of the autoist who, by reason
of the fact that definite and fixed stations of control have been
arranged in his vehicle, can become accustomed to a definite set
of motions. After a period of time these motions become so automatic that conscious mental direction ceases to exist. Subconsciously he meets the traffic emergency, and instantly the foot is
directed to the controls.
A striking contrast is an attempt to operate a strange vehicle
totally different in construction from the one which the autoist is
accustomed to driving. He might possess a full knowledge of the
control mechanism, yet, not accustomed to the definite set of motions required to meet the traffic emergency, he hesitates. Conscious mental direction immediately sets in to aid the operator to
properly direct the foot motions, but it is too late. Time was the
all important factor here. Hesitation, caused by a lack of a proper
sense of location, culminated in a disaster. Had the driver of the
vehicle habituated himself in the new set of motions, this would
probably never have happened.
Another example is the surprising results obtained through
habit tendency in the art of typewriting. Success in this art lies
in a proper recognition of the strict laws of habit. The keys are
arranged with letters and numerals definitely fixed. The typist
is trained to become accustomed to a definite set of motions, which
after a time reaches such a point of automaticity that conscious
mental direction ceases. This results in skill, rhythm and speed,
and also a complete elimination of mental fatigue.
The "hunt and poke" system used by amateurs is a striking
contrast which clearly indicates the disadvantage, mental fatigue
and loss of time experienced through not possessing a sense of
location.
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Need for Motion Specialists
While general education in motion study has a decided effect
upon the efficiency of operation in that it makes the entire organization motion conscious, it does not reach the more difficult problems requiring the individual attention of specialists. These jobs
we can well afford to turn over to the motion specialist for analysis,
as they require more than just a casual study. The results obtained by specialists have been very gratifying. Entirely new
methods have been evolved through such study, resulting in a
tremendous reduction of effort.
Packaging is a good example. A large amount of hard work
is involved in getting the finished product into the package. To
reduce this effort requires more than casual studies. A thorough
analysis must be made which may take days, and must therefore
be turned over to the specialist rather than the routine man. In
Mogenson's Motion and Time Study Manual, reference is made
to this subject of packaging. An example is cited of a one piece
box used for automobile tubes which enables the packer to work
with the least expenditure of time and effort. Instead of building
up the carton, wrapping the tube and placing it in the carton, the
worker takes the tube, wraps it in protective paper, and then with
a few simple motions builds the box around the tube. All this
is done so fast that it is difficult to follow the motions with the
naked eye. The box just seems to envelop the tube and in the
time it would ordinarily take to position the usual type of box,
the operation is completed and the box is placed on the belt conveyor. This job required real study and individual attention of the
specialist; otherwise this improvement could never have been made.
Another example is reference to a piercing operation performed
in a bakelite strip for refrigerator cabinets. This operation was
made necessary to relieve approximately thirty holes which had
been covered over by a previous operation. In analyzing this job
it was suggested to split the insulating strip so that the split center
would be in line with the series of holes, thus making it possible
to push the screws through the insulation without the need of a
piercing operation. Further investigation brought up the question
of why so much insulation was needed. The result was that half
of this material was eliminated without affecting the quality of the
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product. A still further study showed that the insulation could
be entirely eliminated. We refer to this particular example to
show that not only are motion investigations worthwhile where
opportunities point to better ways and methods, but they often lead
to greater accomplishment than anticipated at the start.
Numerous instances could be cited to show that in larger plants
where the volume of production is large, it pays to employ motion
specialists. In the smaller jobbing shop, this of course does not
apply, as there is not sufficient volume to warrant special study.
In such cases the more general program is preferred.
Setting Time Standards and Fixing Compensation
Previously we stressed the fact that before time standards can
be set on a job it is necessary to first determine how the job
should be done. When this is accomplished and the operator is
thoroughly acquainted with the procedure, then it may be said
that the ground work is laid for the setting of standards and the
fixing of compensation for each unit of output. How much better
this procedure is than the former one where little or no thought
was given to the efficiency of the operator, but where the primary
task of the time study man was to set rates, and which he did based
on the length of time it took the operator to perform the task
rather than first considering how the task should be done before
determining the time cycle. We hope that this fact has been made
clear and convincing and that the more effective procedure will
be followed.
Conclusion
In summing up this discussion, I want to emphasize that the
ultimate objective of time and motion study is to evolve the best,
most uniform methods and standards available. These will definitely serve to establish sound, basic standard costs which are
vital in determining the selling price and therefore vital as the
basis of informed management.
We cannot afford to miss the opportunity of taking advantage
of knowledge which took years of laborious effort to work out and
which today beckons us to embrace. When the beacon light points
to facts which hitherto were obscure, and these facts show us a
better way, let us turn that way, because in so doing there is gain
for all.
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LAB O R STANDARDS IN A CLO TH ING FACTO RY
By Stuart L. Potter, General Superintendent
Nu Bone Compa ny, Inc. , E ri e, Pa .
com pa n y we a re fa ced wit h a n en or mous am oun t
IN ofOUR
detail work on each order. We manufacture to individual
customer's measurements, such diverse products as corsets, combination corsets, brassieres, surgical belts, pads, and other surgical
garments, silk lingerie, men's dress shirts, pajamas, underwear,
lounging robes, uniforms, etc. We are a direct selling organization, our product being sold by a force of several thousand trained
men and women. Inasmuch as every representative or sales person has his own ideas as to style, fit, etc., every customer has ideas
as to what he wants, and our different products range widely in
style, pattern, and material, no two garments manufactured are
exactly alike. Our line of dress shirts alone carries over 1,400
materials, any one of which can be ordered in an endless variety
of styles of construction. It is necessary to give every garment
the equivalent of almost individual handling, since specific dates
are set for all orders, with either four, seven, ten or fourteen days
allowed for drafting patterns, cutting and manufacturing.
In 1927 we awoke to the fact that the few piece work rates
which were in effect were away out of line, that clever, but inefficient operators were being overpaid, and those not so clever were
soon finding out that, due to the old method of setting piece work
rates by guessing or checking output over a period of time, all
that was necessary to get a rate increase was to make the job
appear hard. Due to the diversification of products it had been
considered impossible to apply piece work to the majority of operations, consequently the manufacturing departments were in considerable of a rut when the management decided that something,
they did not know exactly what, should be done.
It was finally decided that an engineering firm be employed to
install an incentive system. Actual time study work and the necessary training of clerical help in connection with the system got
under way late in the Fall of 1927. A few months later the
engineers completed their part of the program, leaving a trained
personnel of clerical and time study workers to carry on the work
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and to extend it into other departments. The system as worked
out in our plant accomplishes the results mentioned below.
Motion and Time Studies for Fair Standards
Time studies of each operation were made and the standard time
required for each operation determined. In the majority of cases
it was found that the old piece -work rates were entirely too high.
Another large saving was accomplished by determining the most
economical procedure to be followed and the proper sequence of
operations, things which were never properly shown up until detailed time studies of the operations were made. Standards, or
the amounts of time allowed for each operation, were posted in the
various departments and a copy sent to the time department.
Coupon System
Under the present system credits are given the operators by
means of a coupon system, the operator handing in an envelope
each night containing the coupons for that day's work. The outside of the envelope is ruled in such a manner that the operator
fills in the number of hours worked, the number of job changes for
which he is to get credit, the operation name, the number of parts
completed, time lost due to being out of work and time lost due
to machine break down. This clerical work requires approximately five minutes per day per operator and is insisted upon
only for the psychological effect gained by making the operator
check and write down his day's accomplishment. The Time Department checks the coupons handed in and the hours of the posting sheet are checked against the time cards at the end of each
pay period.
Posting Sheet
The posting sheet is perhaps the most important part of the
system. At the end of each day all workers' envelopes are collected from the factories and sent to the time department. Not
later than the following day, the summary or posting sheet is filled
in, showing the number of hours each operator worked, the amount
of premium that he earned due to production over standard; or,
if he failed to come up to standard production the degree of efficiency at which he worked which is shown in red ink. By posting
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this information on bulletin boards in the different departments we
find that an operator will do his very best to "keep out of the red,"
and the advantages that foremen and department heads derive from
having available at all times a record only one day old, showing
the efficiency of all operators, can be easily understood. In this
way they are enabled to check and correct the weak spots. In the
case of new employees the posting sheet shows up the degree of
improvement from day to day, and the operator and foreman both
know just what progress is being made. In the case of an applicant who has previously been in the employ of the company, you
may rest assured that the first thing checked is the old posting
sheets made up during the period of previous employment.
Anatysis Sheet
At the end of each week the management is given an analysis
sheet showing the following for each department, all figures being
for the week just ended:
Hours each department worked.
Minutes, if any, of day work.
The operator efficiency, number of points above or below
standard.
Department efficiency, number of points above or below standard.
Under a heading called, "Allowances" appears:
i. The number of minutes allowed to equal standard, meaning the sum total of minutes by which certain operators
failed to each the normal of sixty minutes of productive
output per hour.
2. The number of minutes lost due to operators being out of
work.
3. The number of minutes lost due to machine breakdown.
Under a "Non- productive" heading is shown:
i. Number of minutes of supervision covering foremen and
foreladies.
2. Number of minutes spent repairing faulty work, cut overs,
etc.
3. Number of minutes of "floor help" or section chiefs.
(Each section chief has a given number of operators to
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keep supplied with work according to date of delivery.
These supervisors are placed on an incentive based on the
number of minutes of productive work turned out by their
sections. Thus, it behooves them to see that there is no
time lost due to lack of work, that all machines are kept
in order, and that everything in general is done to keep
an even flow of work passing through their sections.)
4. The number of minutes of machinist time charged to each
department.
5. The number of minutes spent instructing new help.
Under a "Division of Payroll" heading is shown:
i . The productive cost per i,000 minutes of work.
2. The cost of allowances per i,000 minutes of productive
work.
3. The cost per i,000 minutes of productive work for the
non - productive items.
Under a heading "Comparative Cost" is shown:
The relation of actual productive costs after applying the allowances, and the actual non - productive costs, to standard
productive and standard non - productive costs. If the
actual productive is higher than standard productive the
difference can be directly traced to on e or m or e of t he
three items shown above under the heading "Allowances":
i. The number of minutes required in excess of standard.
An excess means only one thing, inefficient operators, who
can be immediately located from the posting sheet.
2. Waiting time reported. Which section chief is holding up
the work?
3. Machine trouble reported. What is wrong with that particular operator who is constantly breaking machines —it
shows up on the daily report --or why isn't the mechanic
on the job?
If actual non - productive is higher than standard non- productive the reason is shown in one or more of the five items
listed above under the heading "Non- productive."
i. The ratio of supervision to productive work turned out
is too high.
2. There are too many cut overs and too much repair work.
3. There is too much floor help.
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4. There is too much time being spent on machine repairs.
5. There is too much instruction on new operators.
Non - Productive Incentives
Foremen and foreladies are paid a monthly bonus based on
supervision efficiency. This is based on the efficiency of the department for which each is directly responsible, and is arrived at
by taking into consideration all allowances and non - productive
items. If allowances for waiting time, or the ratio of minutes spent
by section chiefs to the amount of productive work turned out, goes
up, their bonus checks are directly affected.
An actual saving of 66% in "floor help" costs was accomplished though these supervisors incentives and the re- routing of
work on the basis of information gained from time studies.
Flexibility
One big advantage of our system is its extreme flexibility. As
the type of work changes we find it very easy to make the necessary
changes in standards without disrupting the cost system or the
pay roll system. Care is taken to take accurate time studies, and
once the standard is set, it is guaranteed to the operator until the
process or material is changed. The writer believes this is a very
important factor in the success of any incentive system. This
places the responsibility of fair standards directly on the time study
department and tends to keep them away from loose standards.
If operators find that piece -work rates are cut because of an exceptionally high output, their natural reaction is to keeep their
output down to a safe point.
In 193o a survey was made of our Canadian plant, and it was
estimated that a saving of 3 0 0 could be made by application of
the system. With the same diversity of products and only one tenth of the main plant volume, which necessitated constant job
changes by a majority of the operators, an actual saving of 389'
0
was accomplished.
Other Benefits Derived
We have found that the present system accomplishes a saving
Of 33 -t /3% over the old method of keeping a hit or miss efficiency
system. It might be well to mention at this point that one girl
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is necessary in the pay roll department for every i 5o employees.
These girls make out all pay roll checks, count the coupons from
each worker's daily envelop, post the operator's results daily, and
collect and itemize the data necessary for each weekly analysis for
the management.
Getting accurate labor costs on each of the many models and
styles removed the last barrier to properly allocating the overhead
and expense items, and in 1929 we inaugurated a costing system
that enables us to know definitely the margin of profit on each item
before it goes into the line. It was found at that time that a great
many of the items were being turned out at a loss, this loss being
absorbed by certain lines that were priced correctly or too high.
As we make up a complete financial statement each month, each
department has a monthly budgetary control which includes the
ratio of merchandise used to sales. Therefore, with our perpetual
inventory system split up into labor and merchandise, it is very
simple for inventory purposes, though our standards for each
operation on each item, to at once determine the correct labor
inventory value on the many garments at various stages of
construction.
With the hundreds of standards that we have accumulated on the
various operations, materials, and styles, it is possible in the case
of new styles to put garments under the incentive system by using
temporary standards until permanent standards are set, saving us
from the evils of day work.
When N.R.A. and the Codes came along, we found that this
system did not have to be altered, but instead was a distinct help to
us in the way of costs, records, and reports.
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Labor Standa rds in a Clothing Fa ctory

September 1, 1934
September 1
September 15
September 15
October 1
October 15
October 15
November 1
November 1
November 15
November 15
December 1
December 15
December 15
Ja nu ary 1, 1935
Ja nu ary 1
Ja nu ary 15
Ja nu ary 15
Febru ary 1
Februa ry 1
Febru ary 15
Ma rch 1
Ma rch 15
Ma rch 15
April 1
April 1
April 15
April 15
Ma y 1
May 15
Ma y 15
May 15
Ju ne 1
Ju ne 15
July 1
July 1
July 15
Au gu st 1
Au gu st I
August 15
Au gu st 15
Au gu st 15

